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UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS BIRMINGHAM NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

‘We took over NHS’s biggest corporate failure’, says
trust CEO
By Emily Townsend | 3 February 2022

41 Comments

HSJ interviews Professor David Rosser, CEO of England’s largest NHS trust
University Hospitals Birmingham FT chief on culture, elective backlog and
merger
Addresses ‘fit and proper person review’ – slams process as ‘vastly out of
proportion’
Most popular

No matter the strength of an acquiring organisation, it would be ‘naïve’ to think the
‘biggest corporate failure in NHS history’ can turn itself around in five minutes.

Most commented

Ex-NHS chief to lead new
‘Office of the Prime
Minister’
23

That’s the reflection of Professor David Rosser, chief executive of University Hospitals
Birmingham Foundation Trust, which took over Heart of England FT in April 2018, a point when
he also stepped up from the role of medical director to deputy chief executive.

Staff on prolonged leave
with long covid could be
dismissed, says NHSE
14

That September he was appointed CEO and nearly four years down the line – two of them
‘Methodical and respectful’
CEO appointed by troubled
acute trust

spent in emergency pandemic measures, with UBH receiving many more covid admissions
than any other trust – he says the merger is still a work in progress.

4

He told HSJ: “Despite all the continuing reference to Mid Staffs – HEFT was undoubtedly the
biggest corporate failure the NHS has seen, and it is naïve to think that, however strong the
positive culture of an acquiring organisation is, that turns itself around in five minutes. It was
always going to be a three to five year project.”

Leak reveals management
consultants’ role in
recovery plans
19

In an exclusive interview, the CEO of England’s largest NHS trust, a controversial figure in NHS
leadership circles, also addresses cultural concerns surrounding his merged organisation – and
himself – and sets out plans for elective recovery post-pandemic.

Mending a broken culture
Asked for his take on the merger’s success, Professor Rosser told HSJ it’s not finished yet – and
it’s often the cultural issues that take longer to consolidate.
The Care Quality Commission downgraded its overall rating of UHB from “good” to “requires
improvement” last year.

Radiographer COO
appointed to run trust
5

Lassa fever case sparks
‘major incident’ across
region’s NHS
3

Role of NHS national and
regional teams under
review as ICSs develop,
says Confed chief
11

A really big step forward, he says, is the trust’s implementation of its electronic patient record –
now going live at Good Hope Hospital and in final wards at Heartlands.
“That’s absolutely core to how we manage quality,” he said. “There are many aspects to

Chief Operating Officer
Sheffield Competitive

culture, but in terms of the culture of driving very high quality and precise treatment for
patients, the EPR is absolutely central to that.”
A lack of diversity is being addressed through the organisation’s fairness taskforce, chaired by
Professor Rosser himself, which he says is making a big difference to recruitment, adding UHB
is “beginning to see the benefit of the talent [it] is unlocking”.
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The CEO revealed to HSJ he was warned off fronting this taskforce by “virtually everybody I
spoke to”, because it was deemed too “high risk”.
“Employ someone else to do it, someone who is disposable, was the general advice, and I think
that’s sad,” he said.
“If you are going to change the culture of an organisation, it can only be driven by the chief
executive, otherwise [it] just [happens] once, and it happens in the corner.”
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Cardiff (Caerdydd) Band
8c

Reviews ‘vastly out of proportion’

Woodrow Mercer Healthcare
have been retained by an
NHS Trust in South Wales to source a Radiology
Service Manager on an initial 6 month contract.

Asked about staff speaking up, with UHB’s Freedom to Speak Up Guardian revealing in
November that there was a “climate of fear” in the organisation, Professor Rosser said it’s now

Recruiter: Woodrow Mercer

“widely accepted” that if you have a good safety culture, you will have lots of incidents
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reported.
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and you employ 22,000 people, you’re going to get a lot of people saying they’re not very
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consult...

happy, because that’s just life,” he said.
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“And if every time someone voices their unhappiness it creates a headline, it makes it very
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“It’s the same as if you create an environment where people seriously feel they can speak up,

difficult to drive a culture where you welcome people speaking up.”
Professor Rosser has seen his own fair share of controversy in recent years — only in
September, he was cleared by a “fit and proper person review”.
The probe, launched after an employment tribunal into the unfair
dismissal of trust consultant Tristan Reuser in 2018, in which
Professor Rosser was criticised, found he “was not responsible for,
privy to, contributed to, or facilitated any serious misconduct or
mismanagement”.
Mr Reuser had been dismissed for “wilful disregard for clinical standards and safe medical
practice” following a patient safety incident during urgent surgery.
Asked for his reflection on the processes, the CEO said he felt they were “vastly out of
proportion”.
“At the end of the day, after two and a half years of intensive investigation, the accusation was
that I made a mistake on the GMC referral. I can live with that frankly, that I made an
administrative error,” he added.

Covid recovery
The current feeling at UHB is “pretty positive”, says Professor Rosser, perhaps surprisingly
against the background of winter pressures and nearly two years of battling covid. He said the
milder than expected omicron wave left a “bit of spare energy” to press on with recovery.
Throughout covid, some future-proofing initiatives such as the trust’s digital transformation
programme have been kept out of the “maelstrom of day to day”.
And in the absence of another rampant covid variant, the organisation is “ready to power on
now, and really start tackling this backlog”.
UHB has had one of the largest elective waiting lists throughout the pandemic and a relatively
high number of 52-week waiters.
Professor Rosser isn’t confident
the trust will eliminate year-plus
waiters by next April: “There is
plenty of money in the system, but
we don’t have the staff – and to an
extent, we don’t have the physical
infrastructure.
“If you run something so lean and
Source: Tony Hisgett

something catastrophic like a

Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham

pandemic happens you’re going to
have massive problems … part of
that is we’re running our hospitals
at 98 to 98.5 per cent occupancy.

“As soon as a bed is cleared and cleaned and ready, it’s occupied by someone else.”
He added: “We’re seeing the consequences really driven home by the pandemic of 25, maybe
30 years of health policy which is full of a belief which has never really been delivered – that
you can care for more frail and elderly people out of hospital.”
His chief operating officer, Jonathan Brotherton, said there are currently 21 covid patients
occupying ITU beds.
“That’s displacing 21 patients who could be there for other reasons such as complex elective
surgery, so that’s the pinch point,” he added.
The cancer treatment backlog, which worsened further at UHB in 2020-21, according to HSJ
analysis, also comes back to capacity, Professor Rosser added.

Preparing for the future
Work is under way to try to improve capacity – seven new wards are being recruited to,
providing another 160 beds, and international nurse recruits are coming through, Professor
Rosser said.
The organisation currently has 2,450 beds, with a sizeable chunk of the new beds set aside for
cancer and electives.
It is the opposite problem in intensive care, where physical capacity is there – but there aren’t
enough nurses.
“I think this is across the country, but people have chosen to leave intensive care because of
the pressures they were under,” Professor Rosser added.
“That’s settling down now and quite a number of the people who we drafted in to support the
ITU at the worst of the pandemic are now applying for jobs there.”

Mandatory vax ‘not a finished story’
At the time of HSJ’s interview, a U-turn had just been made on the government’s mandatory
vaccination policy – Professor Rosser had faced losing at least 1,100 staff who were “definitely
not vaccinated”.
The CEO said he would be keen to move to a situation where all staff are vaccinated – but
recognises it’s not possible at this stage.
“My guess is [the U-turn] will crank up even further the efforts to persuade people,” he said.
“It will be interesting to see what position the regulators take, because if they step up and
enforce it, it’s the same result by a different mechanism.”
He added: “I don’t think it’s a finished story… we’ll see where it takes us.”
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HSJ commentators can now see why Andrew was well liked and
respected and UHB universally loathed by heft staff .

9 February 2022 14:25

He came from a better performing trust but worked with what he had and
nurtured it
NHSI clearly had better ideas from the Dame and look where it got the city
of brum

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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As Andrew Foster points out HEFT had a lot of excellent people who

Commented on:

wnated the organisation to florish and to deliver care of a consistently

9 February 2022 11:34

high standard - what Rosser seems to have omitted to point out is that the
UHB tanks rocked up on the HEFT lawns in 2015 and have been
"managing" HEFT ever since so 7 years on where is his accountability and
what does it say about his obvious lack of leadership ability???

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Good leaders have the ability to be accountable for their actions, they

Commented on:

grow and learn from their mistakes. Bad leaders consistently blame

7 February 2022 14:25

others, Covid, corporate failure of other organisations, administrative
errors, inadequate HR support etc. etc. for their own failures.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Staggering lack of insight.

Commented on:
7 February 2022 11:53

Anonymous

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment

8

Remarkable arrogance from the leader of one of the worst performing

Commented on:

NHS trusts in the English NHS for several years. Interestingly, the

7 February 2022 08:14

Heartlands had better performance measures than UHB in some areas at
the time of the merger, and certainly a more collegiate style. UHB has a
long history of blaming others for their leadership failures. COVID has
simply provided temporary camouflage and a podium. Sadly, this does
not appear to be recognised by the NHSE regional tier. UHB’s leadership
style offers more threat than opportunity to healthcare in England’s
second city.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Worst NHS leadership award???

Commented on:
4 February 2022 15:24

Anonymous

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Professor Rosser refers to an 'administrative error'. The GMC imposed a

Commented on:

warning because he failed to follow important guidance regarding the

4 February 2022 15:19

identification of patient safety concerns raised by staff.
He also refers to 'a good safety culture'. Professor Bion highlighted fear of
detriment when raising concerns and a failure to address staff concerns
resulting in the loss of high quality staff.
Is Professor Rosser taking HSJ readers for fools?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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The long term impact of the UHB culture on the city and wider west

Commented on:

midlands is beginning to stand out. As it should. In a search for

4 February 2022 15:04

excellence, it is not necessary, but seems to be consistent, that everyone
and everything else should be damned. Seemingly if everyone else is
hopeless (GPs, HEFT, SWBH, CCGs, CQC) then somehow no one looks
under the UHB bonnet. Maybe HEFT gets it here because it still has folk
who can shine a light there. Other large teaching trusts are in
partnerships, learning from others, not always needing to lead things.
This is not a DR problem, it started before him. The interview ain't great
though ....

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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The current feeling at UHB is 'pretty positive'. Really? Not according to

Commented on:

those who keep complaining about UHB's toxic culture. Recently many

4 February 2022 14:58

talented people have left the Trust and I know of several others who are
considering leaving.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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11:45. Don't disagree with your comments on the regulators, but I think

Commented on:

HSJ have done the right thing in the article(s) by simply presenting the

4 February 2022 14:25

quotes and allowing people to make their own judgment. They have just
given enough rope...
They have an opinion piece from the Editor that separately makes clear
the HSJ view...

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment

Andrew Foster

6

I am disappointed to read the comments about HEFT (where I had the

Commented on:

pleasure of being interim Chief Executive in 2015). Its fundamental

4 February 2022 14:06

challenge was one shared by many Trusts - how to reconcile being a
single Trust alongside comprising three distinctive and comprehensive
hospitals.
HEFT had many, many excellent people and departments who
desperately wanted to see a better future and were working hard to
achieve it. Criticising them then or now is just wrong-headed and counterproductive.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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What a strange week this has been. Two of the big beasts in the Midlands -

Commented on:

Rosser and Loughton - having their at best arrogant and hubristic and at

4 February 2022 11:45

worst bullying styles endorsed not only by regulators but through
lamentably poor and non challenging journalism on these pages.
Thoroughly depressing. It seems that with the right connections you can
get away with anything. If anyone senior at NHSE is reading this, can you
PLEASE reflect on the message that this sends and how such overt double
standards are perceived for those not to fortunate to enjoy your
patronage.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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The panel chaired by Professor Rosser dismissed Mr Reuser for 'wilful

Commented on:

disregard for clinical standards and safe medical practice'. If I were Mr

4 February 2022 11:06

Reuser, I'm not sure if I could live with that frankly as the GMC decided
there was no need to take any action against him.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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I'm not sure which organisation Professor Rosser is referring to but UHB

Commented on:

feels anything anything but "positive". Record cancer waiting times,

4 February 2022 10:04

failure on the 2 week wait, even NHSE see UHBs woeful record on cancer
as a big problem currently. And now our colleagues at Heartlands get told
that they are "failures". Tone deaf - our administration seem to have been
taking lessons from the current Government.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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He needs to wake up to the impact the leadership culture is having on
staff and patient safety.

4 February 2022 08:18
Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Professor Rosser, who not only chaired the panel that unfairly dismissed

Commented on:

Mr Reuser but also made a misleading referral to the GMC, now complains

4 February 2022 08:12

that the processes to hold him to account were vastly out of proportion.
Unbelievable.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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The arrogance of dismissing the GMC criticism as an administrative error

Commented on:

is breathtaking and shows a complete lack of emotional intelligence. This

4 February 2022 05:35

alone demonstrates why he should have failed a fit and proper person
test if this was actually a good test of leadership

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Not the most probing of journalistic endeavours.

Commented on:
4 February 2022 03:22

As others have commented, HEFT also had its time on the ‘Hero’ step as it
absorbed Good Hope.
I suspect it’s only a matter of time before Rosser’s hubris turns him and
UHB into the latest NHS ‘Villains’ - just part of the ‘Circle of Life’ eh?
Then again, with a decent EPR in place maybe that won’t happy?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Rosser’s version of Prince Andrew’s interview.

Commented on:
3 February 2022 17:42

Anonymous

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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UHB has a track record of mergers over the years. Smethwick neurological

Commented on:

centre, Birmingham Accident Hospital, Selly Oak, and so on. The culture

3 February 2022 17:20

at UHB was toxic before HEFT. As for HEFT- the old East Birmingham site
has been a hard place to work for years but had good staff in several
departments. Cardiology is one. This is about toxic leadership in the West
Midlands, and I speak as one who experienced it first hand and now live
elsewhere.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment

David Thorne
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To the person who contacted me by email re my post at 13.38.....

Commented on:
3 February 2022 16:28

I am not saying the NHS has a litany of awful scandals. What I am saying is
that the operational difficulties of a complex, large, acute hospital are not
the NHS' biggest ever corporate failure. Not when there sadly is a history
of the kind of things I state as examples, or others that could be added
such as the damage done to nurse recruitment by policy. .
Hyperbole is not helpful and does betray an odd sense of what ultimately
matters. Sadly, sometimes there are worse things in health care than
hospitals overspending, increased waiting times and senior people
butting heads.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment

David Thorne
Commented on:

7

Not going to comment on other comments but is this really the NHS'
"biggest corporate failure" ? Some perspective might help.

3 February 2022 13:38

Try reading the Normansfield Report. Have a careful think about Jimmy
Saville, or maybe blood supplies in the 80s. Let's think about the serial
restructures and their impact from the internal market to Lansley and
beyond. Discharges from care homes in the early days of the pandemic.
Reading this perhaps the Griffiths Report could do with a retrospective.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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The GMC decision criticising Professor David Rosser and the Employment

Commented on:

Tribunal documents describing his actions are all in the public domain.

3 February 2022 13:31

The FPPR review that cleared him is not. As UHB hasn't published this
review, there is no way to establish how the investigation was conducted
and on what basis he was cleared.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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And there's me thinking a hospital is all about patients and people
treating their health care issues through effective teamwork.

3 February 2022 13:26

Instead, it's all about self-regarding Big Beasts, "My Organisation" and
individual competition.
Everything we need to ditch about NHS management culture is on display
here from the pathetic willy-waving to the complete narcistic absence of
subtlety.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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1

HEFT was an equal to UHB in terms of staff numbers, busier on activity
and probably had more beds.

3 February 2022 13:26

This is a lesson in how not to make your staff feel cherished and valued
“Biggest corporate failure”
The hardest job in the nhs - being the UHB comms director imo

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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There is an error in the piece. The 20 people in beds refers to c.20 people

Commented on:

currently in ITU beds. The Sitrep data suggests there are currently c.400

3 February 2022 13:13

Covid positive patients in UHB beds.
I can't comment on whether the merger was good or bad for UHB or
HEFT: the NHS never does evaluation so who can say.

Apply for this job

What I would say is that the Midlands seems to have more than its fair
share of 'maverick' leaders. Why is that?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment

BuffySummers
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Good grief - I have to echo the negative comments here. The level of

Commented on:

arrogance is astounding, echoing the Christie's response to their recent

3 February 2022 13:07

NHSEI review.
I did want to add - the FTSU data is actually very low for such a large
organisation, showing far more that people dont feel safe to speak up
rather than lots are speaking up because they feel safe. I just checked and
their 'safe to speak up' staff survey question is also well below the
average.
Prof Rosser has really not done himself any favours with this interview was this the intended outcome HSJ? Let him speak and just print it!

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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1

what are the metrics used to define "England's largest NHS Trust"?

Commented on:
3 February 2022 12:27

GSTT has more staff and higher turnover doesn't it?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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1

Look at the hubris on the south coast too, pre and post merger

Commented on:
3 February 2022 11:38

Anonymous

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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3

Sad and disappointing comments from DR. Is there really any need to

Commented on:

shame HEFT now? Is this is a distraction technique for UHBs deteriorating

3 February 2022 11:29

performance, CQC rating and questionable Board governance?
As someone who witnessed the takeover, a very senior UHB figure
described HEFT as the "gift that keeps on giving". I can assure readers that
UHB knew only too well the scale of the multi-site challenge and
transformation that was required.
UHB leaders had every opportunity to decline the [regulators] offer. They
didn't and it was widely known at the time as the 'UHB vanity project'.
Although HEFT had its fair share of problems (and the enduring shame of
Ian Patterson), aspects of HEFTs operational and clinical performance
were as least as good and in some cases better, than UHB.
Facts are forgotten in our crazy, post-truth, world.
Readers know that big cultural transformation takes time [typically 2-3
years], but the evidence so far is the UHB Board has a lot more work to do
to reverse a deteriorating position.
I respectfully ask DR to spend less time slurrying reputations with lurid
statements and instead, spend more time engaging and listening to staff
and helping improve the experience and outcomes of his patients.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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From experience, the QE culture pre merger was not positive. It was self-

Commented on:

assured, slow to innovate and overly bureaucratic. And deeming HEFT

3 February 2022 11:17

one of the biggest corporate failures in the NHS is only going to alienate
legacy staff further not bring them together.
DR is sorely mistaken if he thinks its a 3-5 year project to bring everything
together at UHB- maybe closer to 10-15?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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If the UHB board believed they took on the biggest corporate failure in

Commented on:

heft with the impact that it had, can somebody explain why they deemed

3 February 2022 10:54

it appropriate to provide SATH, who some might argue is the current
biggest corporate failure with its B team as part of a improvement/
turnaround set up?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Did Emily interview comical Ali or Dave Rosser ?

Commented on:
3 February 2022 10:51

UHB absolutely walked into a smouldering reck or an org which was
seeing some green shoots under Andrew Foster ( widely respected within
heft) who had started to repair the damage from the Newbold years
But the organisation is in a far worse place now than it was then, heft as
was, has been gutted and left a former shadow of itself
The new org remains more toxic than Chernobyl

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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louis armstrong step aside.......

Commented on:
3 February 2022 10:41

be careful you,ll be hoisted by your own petard

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Even before clicking into the article I just knew this would be UHB. No-

Commented on:

one else manages to drip so much arrogance from every statement.

3 February 2022 10:11

Nice picture of the QE btw - it really does have a lovely facade, doesn't it?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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0915 that was my overriding thought.

Commented on:
3 February 2022 10:04

Having also run a successful turnaround I can completely understand the
triumphalism that the leadership group may need to celebrate / back slap
as part of their internal cultural maintenance: it is very hard and
unrewarding work sorting out underperforming organisations.
However as events in West Suffolk and Downing Street show, it is very
easy for such a leadership team to believe their own hype. Pride comes
before a fall.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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My goodness HSJ , this is not the standard of interview that we expect

Commented on:

from you ....reads like an advertorial for the CEO , with phrases like,"

3 February 2022 09:49

biggest corporate failure" and "administrative error" surely inviting
probing ...the latter particularly when you have the employment tribunal
report and outcome of the GMC investigation to refer to . Yes mergers are
difficult and take time, energy and patience ...but this interview suggests
humility is not alive and well here.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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The GMC Investigation Committee decided that Dr Rosser's behaviour was

Commented on:

'reckless' and amounted to 'a significant departure from GMP'. The GMC

3 February 2022 09:35

imposed a warning because he 'failed to take reasonable steps to ensure
his above declaration to the GMC was correct' and his actions 'did not
meet with the standards required of a doctor'. (See GMC website). Not
because he made an 'administrative error'.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Jesus wept ... staggering level of Hubris from Rosser.

Commented on:
3 February 2022 09:15

HEFT was the problem and not UHB ?? FPP allegations a problem with
process ?? quite unbelievable

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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Why is HEFT damned as the "biggest NHS failure in history?

Commented on:
3 February 2022 09:09

It was seen as a "shining light" when it took over Good Hope Hospital a
few years back.
So what changed in those few years to turn one of the highest performing
FTs to one that needed saving ?
Would have been nice to see HSJ pushing the CEO to explain further what
he meant by that statement ?

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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“At the end of the day, after two and a half years of intensive investigation,

Commented on:

the accusation was that I made a mistake on the GMC referral. I can live

3 February 2022 06:40

with that frankly, that I made an administrative error,” he added.
Unbelievable, total disregard for his victim who has to now "live with this"
for the rest of his life having been scarred in his career, mentally and
personally. While the "prof" carries on with his job making mistakes.

Unsuitable or offensive? Report comment
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MORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS BIRMINGHAM NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
News

Hospital trust loses ‘good’ and ‘outstanding’
ratings amid ED pressures
8 October 2021

One of the largest hospital trusts has been downgraded from
‘good’ to ‘requires improvement’ after the Care Quality
Commission found emergency department staff felt ‘pressured’
by leaders to re-introduce ‘corridor care’.

News

Trust chief cleared by ‘fit and proper person
review’
29 September 2021

The chief executive of a major acute trust has been cleared by a
fit and proper person review, HSJ has learned.

HSJ Local

Trust criticised for ‘unreasonable conduct’
in tribunal process
29 July 2021

One of the largest trusts in the country has been criticised for its
‘unreasonable conduct’ in failing to disclose key documents to an
employment tribunal.
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